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ABSTRACT
Building a Modern Myth is a multi-layered web endeavor that combines narrative
filmmaking, documentary, social media, analytic philosophy, and theoretical physics into
a creative exploration of how the academic world might respond to the apparent physical
manifestation of a logical contradiction.

The project was also proposed as a way to introduce the Rochester Institute of
Technology to the mainstream media as the national center for creativity and innovation.
The myth, then, could also serve as a promotional campaign for the university that itself
embodies creativity and innovation. Primarily, however, the project is an art piece, and
my main motivation for creating it was to elicit a powerful emotional and intellectual
response from the viewer.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper offers commentary and analysis from the artist’s perspective on the creation of a
modern myth and the subsequent audience reaction to the work.
Part I of this paper describes the overall project and provides an in-depth account of each
of its three “Layers.” I conclude this first Part by reflecting on the myth’s potential to endure.
Part II expounds on my motivations for the project. I provide insight into the production
and reflect on the creative process that my team and I went through. I also elaborate on the
thinking behind using the Internet as a medium through which to provide a cinematic experience
and consider how the concept for this project originated. I end Part II by discussing the extent to
which this project has contributed to the Rochester Institute of Technology’s branding goals.
Part III provides an account of the audience reaction, so far, to the project. I discuss the
number of countable views the project has received and sample some of the response videos that
the myth has spawned. I also detail the audience response at the Imagine RIT festival
(particularly in 2013, which occurred four days after the launch of the initial video) and describe
the crowds of people in search of the fictional paradoxical structure. I conclude Part III by
discussing some of the criticism the project has received and my response, as an artist, to those
criticisms.
After some concluding remarks, the reader will find an Appendix, which includes
storyboards, camera choreography floor plans, stills from the film, the initial thesis proposal
(containing the original script for the Can You Imagine? webisode), and other materials. The
main purpose of this manuscript is to provide an account, from the artist’s point of view, of the
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overall project, the motivations behind its creation, its aesthetic and cultural context, the
challenges and obstacles faced during the creative process, and insights and lessons gleaned.

Part I – The Project
Among the most powerful aspects of myths is their ability to incite wonder and excitement. My
film thesis is the creation of a myth that does this while also challenging audiences to think.
The myth is that located in Rochester, NY, is the ES1, an architectural marvel that seems
to violate the laws of physics and classical logic by looping back into itself. In order to build this
myth, our team created a webisode for a family-friendly science show that demonstrates the ES
in action, a clip from a 1997 documentary with prominent thinkers grappling with the existence
of this apparent contradiction and pontificating on its implications, and a slew of supplemental
online materials (academic-style articles about the ES, articles about its architect--RNA2,

1

Because this project is a myth-building endeavor that exists almost entirely online, it is important to take pains not
to include important key words in this paper, which will also be posted online, lest they be searchable. One of the
crucial aspects of the project is that Internet searches of various key words will yield online materials our team
has created to help build the myth. In order to preserve this feature and prevent “spoilers,” this paper will merely
use the initials ES (rather than the actual name of the structure) in order to describe the subject of the myth.
2
For the same reasons mentioned in Footnote 1, I will refer to the architect only by his initials (RNA) for the
duration of this paper.
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message boards, websites about the ES, social media groups, and additional video clips) for the
internet audience to discover while investigating the authenticity of the paradoxical structure.
Almost from the beginning of the creative process, I've thought about the enterprise as a
project consisting of three layers. Framing it in this way, besides allowing me to articulate the
myth’s complex nature in simple terms during presentations, has also proved helpful in keeping
members of the creative team organized and focused on the goals.
I shall now describe the three layers of this project.

Layer 1 - The Can You Imagine? Webisode - The first layer is a scripted web show that serves as
a platform for introducing the ES to the public. It is labeled "Ep. 3" (episode 3) as though it is
merely a single episode that exists as part of a series. The implication of the label is that there
exists at least an episode one and two, and possibly more. This webisode features actors whom I
rehearsed with for six weeks prior to shooting and an innovative special effect ("the ES effect")
that took our team a year to research, plan and execute.3
We created the show in such a way as to suggest that it is a regular series produced in
order to promote the university's Imagine RIT Festival by showcasing, in each episode, "some
cool things about the Rochester Institute of Technology," as Kevin (our host) states. I wrote the
script in such a way as to give the impression that this particular episode just happens to feature
the ES. One of our primary goals, as a creative team, was to execute this show (and every other
aspect of the project) with rigorous realism so as to make it indistinguishable from actual web
shows that already exist in cyberspace.

3

I will go into further detail with regards to the ES effect on page 13.
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Layer 2 - The 1997 Documentary - I thought it reasonable to anticipate viewers to forward the
Can You Imagine? webisode to family and friends, share it on Facebook and Twitter, and
perhaps even debate its veracity with others, upon first watching it. I expected the video to spark
those who had never heard of the university or the festival to do online searches on "RIT" and
"Imagine RIT." Moreover, whether it would be to verify the structure's authenticity, or to find
out what other information the Internet might have on it, I felt confident that viewers would enter
key words (such as ES and RNA) prominently in their Google searches. The rest of our team's
efforts in myth-building, then, was to focus on creating the sorts of content audiences would
discover in these online searches and provide corroborating evidence of the existence of the ES.
Among the results a search for “E-------- S--------” or R----- N----- A-------” will yield is a
YouTube clip of a 1997 documentary about the paradoxical structure—this is Layer 2.
The clip appears to start in the middle of what appears to be a PBS-style documentary
(i.e. as though this clip is the middle portion of a much longer program) and abruptly cuts off at
around the seven-minute mark. Our team sought to emulate countless other videos floating
around YouTube that have no real beginning, end, or even, at times, context. Just as we labeled
the Can You Imagine? webisode "Ep. 3," this documentary clip is labeled "Part 6" to suggest that
it is just a portion of a longer documentary and that there are other clips that exist beyond it.4 The
clip contains interviews with actual philosophers, physicists, and architects (and some actors)
who are all grappling with the paradox the existence of the ES poses. Of course, like every other
aspect of the project, this clip is a work of fiction, and like every other aspect of the project, we
sought to execute it with rigorous realism.

4

Since I foresee this project as one that can continue to grow and be built upon for years down the line, I have not
ruled out the possibility of adding additional clips—"Part 2" or "Part 7," say—in the future.
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We shot Layer 2 on videotape in accordance with the time period, dressed the
interviewees in fashion that was more common twenty years ago, and placed props from the 90's
such as old bulky PC's, floppy disks, fax machines, and other items from the era, in the
background.

Layer 3 - The Supplemental Web Material - There are a number of advantages to incorporating
real experts into the 1997 documentary clip. One is that those who have read or studied some
philosophy or physics might be able to recognize the names of some of the real, major,
contemporary figures featured in our film, the way a cinephile might immediately recognize
names like Godard or Tarantino, or basketball fans recognize names like Stockton and Malone.
But there are advantages to interviewing these academics even with regards to enriching the
experience of viewers who might not have ever heard of them. If, for example, a viewer suspects
that one of the interviewees is an actor, she can do an Internet search on the name that appears as
a subtitle, which would yield a plethora of information about the man's5 accomplishments and
lend even more weight to the clip's credibility. She will see his pictures displayed on the results
page and note that the expert in our 1997 clip really is him. She will see what courses he is
teaching this semester. She will see that he is regarded as a heavyweight in his field.6

5

All the interviewees featured in the documentary are white males. As it turns out, most prominent figures in the
fields we feature belong to that demographic. This detail was even more pronounced during the 90's, when our
documentary is set. Initially, having all our interview subjects be white males was not intentional. But as the list
of people who would appear in the film continued to grow, I noticed they were all white males, and so I decided
to ensure that the actors we cast (those who are not real academics) were also white males. While I do believe
that the fact that these fields are dominated by this demographic is unfortunate (for one, it seems obvious that
more diversity leads to more ideas, innovation, and advancements), it happens to be the reality, and so I wanted
the doc to reflect this.
6
For cases in which actors, and not real academics, are interviewed, no names will appear as subtitles. Or, in some
cases, fictional names will be used for which there exists fictional supporting web material.
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Even the Filipino architect, RNA, is highly "searchable," as one of Southeast Asia's
pioneers for innovation and as a founder and president of the Invent School Philippines, and even
has LinkedIn and Facebook profiles. If one is inclined to "add" him as a friend, he may even
agree to the request.
The third and final layer of this project pertains to all the supplemental online materials
that the public will find related to the ES. These supplementary materials can be classified into
three parts. I have already mentioned that viewers will be able to find information on (i) the
interviewees and on (ii) our architect. However, they will also discover (iii) a variety of articles,
some of which are written by real philosophers, physicists, and other academics, pertaining to the
ES. The articles contain fictional accounts of the ES's existence, backstories on its reclusive
architect, and theoretical debates on how to make sense of the structural marvel.

Thoughts on the Project's Potential to Endure
A unique feature of this myth is that it can continue to grow for many years. For instance, our
team shot nine hours of footage for the 1997 documentary, and so I will be able to put 7- or 8minute segments together in the future to add more content to the myth. I, and anyone else who
wants to continue to contribute, can also write more articles to add to the project. I do not see a
limit to the variety of ways in which the myth can broaden.
Since the Can You Imagine? webisode was posted on YouTube in April of 2013, the ES
has ignited fan contributions to the project. People unaffiliated with RIT or any members of the
creative team have played along by writing articles about the ES's history, its architect, and its
implications on physics and philosophy.

7

While the network of corroborating "evidence" continues to build, it seems, to the delight
of me and my team, that the various contributors are not united by the intent to deceive but rather
by the desire to participate in the fantasy and allow the fictional world to expand. Almost all the
members of the creative team and anyone else participating in building this modern myth, from
what I've gathered, find the entire endeavor humorous, whimsical, and a little silly. Approaching
such a whimsical subject with the depth and seriousness we do is one of the main reasons the
project has been so enjoyable.7

Part II – Motivations and Reflections
REALISM

The conceit of this project is that a brilliant architect has managed to build this physically (and
perhaps logically) impossible structure. Granting that one fantastical element, I wanted to build a
world around it that was as close to our (real) world as possible. In creating the Can You
Imagine? webisode, for instance, we (the creative team) constantly asked ourselves questions
like How would this actually happen? What would a show made by university volunteers actually
7

The audience response to the myth, the criticisms, and my responses to those criticisms are discussed in Part III.
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look like? How would real people react to this extraordinary thing? Throughout the entire
creative process, we decided to commit to whatever we believed to be the most truthful answers
to these questions, even when that meant there would occasionally be mundane, or, as some
might complain, "boring" moments.
In various interviews and writings, particularly in his book Making Movies8, the
acclaimed director, Sidney Lumet, is careful to make the distinction between "naturalism" and
"realism." For many years, this was a distinction I had difficulty making sense of. For instance,
Dog Day Afternoon has been one of my favorite films ever since I first watched it twenty years
ago, and since then, I'd thought of it as very realistic. However, Lumet insists that the film isn't
realistic, but naturalistic. For many years, his failure to elaborate on the difference between the
two concepts frustrated me. He merely cites examples—Dog Day Afternoon is naturalistic, while
Serpico is realistic—leaving the rest of us to figure out the difference.
I aspired to have the sort of control that Lumet demonstrates over his films. I wanted, so
much, to believe the characters and situations in my films the way I believe the characters and
situations in his. I trusted that somehow understanding Lumet's concepts the way he understood
them would aid me in this pursuit, and so the distinction between "realism" and "naturalism" was
a puzzle that I constantly turned over in my head as I developed my craft.
As I worked on building this modern myth and sharpened my focus with regards to how
to approach the filmmaking, I came to understand the distinction more and more. I found myself
articulating the concepts more clearly in my head, which did in fact aid my writing and directing.
This is how I distinguish the two terms. Naturalism entails a responsibility to truthfulness
coupled with the intent to dramatize for the audience. ("How would this unfold in reality, and
8

Lumet, S. (1995). Making movies. New York, New York. Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.
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how can we make it interesting?") Realism, on the other hand, entails a responsibility to
truthfulness, with no regard for the audience. ("How would this unfold in reality, whether or not
it's interesting?") I think that general audiences, including myself, typically prefer to see
naturalism in the movies. But given the myth-building nature of this project, I made a steadfast
decision to go with realism.

WHY CREATE A MYTH?

I am passionate about immersing audiences with a sense of wonder and surrounding them with a
wealth of detail executed with such authenticity that they can choose to step into it, get lost in it,
and believe in it. I remember films like Close Encounters of the Third Kind and 2001: A Space
Odyssey inspiring me with awe, and even a hint of fear, when I first saw them. As I mulled what
this project was going to be, I thought often about how to recapture the sorts of feelings those
films caused me to have.
The Internet and the age of social media seem to be opening up doors to reinvent the
cinematic experience and reignite those in-theater experiences that may have staled over the
decades. Originally, I had only planned on creating the Can You Imagine? webisode. That, alone,
was going to be my thesis film. But soon, I realized that the web provides a wide-reaching
platform and opportunity to build an entire world in which this impossible structure exists. I
wanted to take advantage of the scope of the Internet to provide as immersive an experience as
possible. Just as our team had asked ourselves, "What would a university science show look like
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if the ES were real?", the question we asked ourselves while creating Layers 2 and 3 of the
project was "What would the rest of the internet look like if the ES were real?"
I've always maintained that the goal of this project is not to deceive people but rather to
allow them to get caught up in the excitement and wonder of something extraordinary—like
Santa Claus for adults. I admired, for instance, the wealth of detail put into the world of Star
Wars, or Harry Potter, or even a Disney theme park ride like the Tower of Terror, and viewed
this project as being done in the spirit of those works. I want audiences to be immersed in an
experience they can get swept up in. The difference, of course, is that the platform we are using
for this project is the Internet and the audience experience unfolds through Google searches.

THE INTERNET AS A CINEMATIC PLATFORM

One of the questions that has interested me since the genesis of this project is whether the
internet can serve as a medium through which to experience the powerful cinematic emotions
we've traditionally only expected in darkened theaters. I'm not sure what the answer to this
question is yet, but it is an obvious one to ask at this point in motion picture history.
Filmmakers in each subsequent generation seem to always be looking to exploit what's
available to them, whether it's the French New Wave shooting with 16mm and using shopping
carts as dollies, or American independent filmmakers in the 90's developing a heavily
piecemealed aesthetic and skimping on the number of takes in order to save on costs, or various
disciples of the Dogme 95 movement deciding to shoot on videotape. Today's generation of
filmmakers happens to have the Internet at its immediate disposal. The web is cheap, convenient,
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and offers the potential to reach a very wide audience. By now, of course, it is a platform that's
more than ripe for exploration.
However, whether or not the Internet can provide a powerful cinematic experience may
be a question worth asking regardless of budgetary constraints. Compared to other art forms like
music, dance, sculpture, and so forth, which have been around for millennia, the motion picture
medium is still, really, only in its embryonic stages and there's so much more we're likely to
come to understand about it and the depths of experience it can provide. Furthermore, as young
as cinema is, the Internet is even younger, so the answers are sparse. I view this project as a
modest contribution to film history's collective effort to discover the experiential possibilities
offered by the moving image.

ORIGIN OF CONCEPT

I am commonly asked about how it is that I came up with the idea for this project, and so I feel
obligated to address it here. I do this with some reluctance because I find it very difficult to
ascertain exactly where the idea came from.
I do remember dreaming about an ES-like structure when I was around 6-years-old. I've
also found Escher's work fascinating since childhood and would entertain fantasies of climbing
real-life versions of his drawings of impossible objects. Moreover, I was 16 when The Blair
Witch Project opened in theaters, and I realize now how big of an impact that film and the
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marketing campaign9 surrounding it had on Layers 2 and 3, in particular. I recall enjoying poring
over the Blair Witch website and all the information pertaining to the mysterious disappearances
of the main characters. I'd forgotten about these things until I recently reflected on how creative
ideas take shape and rediscovered some old notes I'd written as a youth.
When I began constructing this myth, the idea seemed to come together pretty quickly, as
though from nowhere. However, perhaps, that's never actually the case.

CREATING THE E.S. EFFECT

The obvious technical challenge, from the beginning, was how our team was going to create the
endless loop of the ES on film. As I wrote the script and storyboarded the shots, however, I made
a conscious effort not to think too much about how, exactly, we would pull off the ES effect
because my main concern during those preliminary stages was to figure out how the Can You
Imagine? webisode and the 1997 documentary clip would unfold truthfully and realistically. I
did not want to compromise realism in order to more easily do a special effect, like, say,
incorporating a contrived whip pan because it happened to hide a cut conveniently.
When it came to the camera choreography, we asked ourselves essentially the same
question we asked throughout the creative process: How would this happen in actuality? How

9

The Blair Witch Project, a feature length film released in 1999 and distributed by Artisan Entertainment is a faux
documentary about three filmmakers who go into the Maryland woods in search for the legendary Blair Witch.
The title card at the beginning informs viewers that the film they are about to see is the recovered footage left
behind by the filmmakers. The film was marketed in such a way that it was, at first glance, indistinguishable
from real documentaries. While promoting the film in various festivals, for instance, instead of hanging up
traditional movie posters, the filmmakers hung up "Missing Persons" flyers. Moreover, the film's website made
no mention that the work was fiction, and instead treated the subject of the Blair Witch and the characters of the
film as real.
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would the camera operator move, if the action were actually happening in real time in front of
him? Once we answered those questions and choreographed the shots, we considered various
ways to make them work including casting twin actors, or running multiple cameras
simultaneously, or building a rigged set. However, it became clear as the process went on that in
order to pull off the effect the way we wanted, we needed to figure out a way to seamlessly edit
multiple shots together so they appear to be one long, uninterrupted take.
For six months, we researched what sorts of tools were available to us and watched
anything we could that tried to do a similar effect—films like Rope, Silent House, El Secreto de
sus ojos, and Children of Men. Then, for another six months, we conducted various test shoots
and experiments as we developed a way to create the proper effect.
The main problem was that none of the films we watched implemented the effect exactly
the way we wanted to do it. The common "cheats" were frame wipes, whip pans, flashes of light,
dips into darkness, or having the character leave the frame at some point before reentering it. It is
very difficult to cut from one shot to another with the same character remaining inside the frame
for the duration of both shots while making it appear as though the two shots are one
uninterrupted take, especially when that character is in motion. It is particularly difficult because
details like the folds in clothing and the very nuanced expressions of people's faces are very hard
to match between two separate takes. However, this project required camera moves and shots in
which the characters remained in frame for their duration.
I am uncertain as to whether anyone else had put in this much time and effort into pulling
off a seamless edit. One of our motivations, as a creative team, was that in order to make the
effect seem convincing, we needed to strive for something we hadn't seen before and make an
effort to not use traditional techniques (or "cheats") as crutches. After about a year of researching
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and experimenting, we felt fairly confident that we would be able to create the shots of the ES I
had imagined from the beginning.10

TIE-IN WITH IMAGINE RIT FESTIVAL

Although much of this section has been covered in my thesis proposal, I think it is important to
recap some of the ways in which I viewed the project as tying-in appropriately with the
Rochester Institute of Technology’s promotional aspirations, as expressed by university
president Bill Destler.
When I began creating the myth, I considered various ways in which it could aid the
university’s public stature. After all, this project was meant to be experienced through the
Internet and was conceived with social media culture in mind, and so my expectation was that
the project would go “viral.” If this project did end up spreading across the web, the university
would be exposed to millions of people who had never heard of it before, and so I decided it
would be prudent to more fully understand RIT’s branding strategy. It seemed appropriate to at
least make the university aware of what I had been thinking about doing, and if they came to
realize, as I had believed, that the project would actually be a good marketing tool for the
university, my job would be easier.

10

Francis Ford Coppola is anecdotally referenced as saying, "I think cinema, movies, and magic have always been
closely associated. The very earliest people who made films were magicians." The quote struck me, as it seemed
to directly apply to what we were doing with this project. The effect confounded viewers. To many, what we did
seemed impossible to pull off on film, unless, of course, the ES was a real object! And so, they surmised, it must
be real. In the tradition of magic, I've decided not to reveal, in this paper, or elsewhere (unless I eventually
change my mind), exactly how the ES effect was done.
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I dug through the university archives and read the transcripts for every single speech
President Destler gave since he came to office in 2007. I noticed that he regularly emphasized his
vision for RIT to be known as the national center for innovation and creativity. By the time I
began drafting my preliminary ideas for the myth in 2011, the RIT community had already began
dropping the word “creativity” in colloquial discourse, often referring to RIT simply as an
“innovation university” and Imagine RIT as an “innovation festival.” It seemed clear to me,
however, that the Institute's brand inherently rested on an important pairing: innovation and
creativity. I decided to demonstrate to the RIT brass that this project would reclaim the word
"creativity" and that my thesis would underscore both words as the core identity of the
university.
Several RIT decision makers, including the president, were kind enough to meet with my
producer, Brianna Byrne, and I. Laura Blank, another important member of the team, also joined
us occasionally in these meetings. In our presentations, we made the following case:
While many noteworthy universities choose to distinguish themselves through
their liberal arts programs, or through their sciences, or their athletics, or their historic
importance, RIT realizes that its greatest strength is rooted in its ability to assimilate
technology with art. RIT is the place where innovation meets creativity; where the left
brain collides with the right brain; where the analytic combines with the artistic. If we, as
a university, are to enter the national or even international consciousness, then this must
be our identity in the minds of people around the world. When people think of RIT, we
want them to think: innovation and creativity.
The university's primary vehicle for branding itself in this way happens to be the
annual Imagine RIT festival. The event affords us an opportunity to showcase our
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programs, projects, organizations, and facilities; but more importantly, it is an event that
helps make manifest, for the public, the core identity of the university.11
Besides the fact that it helps promote RIT and the festival, this project embodies,
by its very nature, the blending of innovation and creativity, the collision of the left brain
with the right brain, and the combination of the analytic with the artistic.12

In our presentations to the various RIT decision makers, we conceded that guaranteeing
that a video or group of videos will go “viral” is akin to predicting the weather. There was no
assurance that the webisode and the 1997 clip would garner stratospheric view numbers.
However, we emphasized, if there were ever a campaign that would help RIT break into the
national consciousness, that would bring it mainstream name recognition, and that would equate
it with innovation and creativity in the minds of people around the world, this project could be it.
As a result of our presentations, RIT supported the spirit of the project and even offered
financial assistance to produce the Can You Imagine? webisode.

11

During the time of our meetings with various RIT officials in the fall of 2012, the university’s brand only
extended regionally. Destler’s speeches repeatedly highlighted the notion that circumstances were ripe enough to
focus on bringing RIT into the national stage. We emphasized, during these meetings, that this project would be a
good way of doing that. And in hindsight, we were right. Since the launch of the Can You Imagine? video in
April 2013, RIT’s name recognition has grown worldwide.
12
Paraphrased from author’s thesis proposal.
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Part 3 - Viewership
THE NUMBERS, THUS FAR

As of the submission of this paper, the 1997 documentary clip has not yet been released publicly
(although it has been shown at the School of Film and Animation's end-of-year screenings).
Plenty of the materials for Layer 3, while already written, have also not yet gone live online. The
creative team is preparing a launch of both Layers sometime in the summer of 2015, or perhaps
later, depending on when we decide the release date most conducive to the spread of the project
is.
The original Can You Imagine? video (Layer 1), which was made public on April 30,
2013, has accumulated 1.2 million views to date. It has been stolen and re-posted on YouTube
and other platforms many times over, amounting to at least 20 million views in total.
It seems reasonable to believe that the actual number is considerably higher than 20
million, since 20 million is merely what is countable. The actual number is more difficult to
pinpoint because stolen videos continue to emerge and many videos that do not indicate view
counts, such as those on sites like Wimp and Facebook, were not included in the tally. Moreover,
as we shall see in the following sections, many videos (some of which had accumulated over 1
million views) were deleted, and so were also not included in the tally.
Another noteworthy point is that these viewership numbers only take into account online
numbers. Asahi TV negotiated to have the exclusive rights to broadcast the Can You Imagine?
webisode on Japanese television for one year. According to the producer with whom I was in
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touch, 10 million people viewed the film on Japanese television. The Can You Imagine?
webisode was also broadcast on GloboTV in Brazil, the second largest TV network in annual
revenue behind ABC.13 I was not informed of the exact number of people who viewed my film
on that channel.
Below is a sampling of some of the videos that indicate the spread of Layer 1:

(Stolen; 3.4 million views)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDSb_7FhhCY

(Stolen LiveLeak; 1.5 million views)
http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=0f5_1367503570

(Stolen; 700,000 views)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FEAtqHmJ01U

(Original post; 1.2 million views)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iBY4HaAngaA

(Stolen Facebook; views unknown; 50,000 shares; 9,200 likes)
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=4146234873383&set=vb.1809138075&type=2&theater

(Stolen Facebook; views unknown; 17,800 shares; 3,600 likes)
13

http://www.ofuxico.com.br/noticias-sobre-famosos/rede-globo-se-torna-a-2-maior-emissora-domundo/2012/05/11-139187.html
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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=439423239482307

(Stolen Chinese version; 600,000 views)
http://v.youku.com/v_show/id_XNTUxNTIyMDE2.html

RESPONSE VIDEOS

There have also been a number of videos created in response to our Can You Imagine? webisode,
some of which have garnered a substantial number of views. Here is a sampling of those videos:

(Reaction - How It Works; 238,000 views)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zAHmqsw4ahk

(We found it!; 135,000 views; a fun response video apparently made by some CIAS students)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6Ogq8ZBCvko

(Mistake; 273,000 views)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jUW8NGUXXjY
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INTERRUPTING THE MOMENTUM

One week after the Layer 1 video went public, I succeeded in taking down 106 stolen videos by
submitting copyright infringement complaints to YouTube and Facebook. This was done in order
to contain the spreading before launching Layers 2 and 3. Prior to being deleted, the stolen
videos had accumulated 6 million views combined, but in having most of them taken down we
managed to drop the recorded view totals to about 2 million and stall the spread of the video.
The rationale behind doing this is as follows: Viewership continued to gain momentum a
week after launching Layer 1 and it was reasonable to assume that having the video continue to
spread, while beneficial in the short term due to the excitement surrounding it, would cause the
campaign to “peak” in publicity and fizzle out before completion of Layers 2 and 3.
While I soon realized that it would be impossible to completely limit the spreading
(regardless of how many videos I managed to take down, new ones would pop up), I successfully
interrupted the momentum of the spread for about two weeks. Taking down 106 videos caused
viewership to drop significantly from May 7, 2013 to May 20, 2013 because people had
difficulty finding the video and most of the available links on various websites ceased to work.
The reason viewership began noticeably increasing once again on May 20 is because I
retracted some of the copyright complaints on that day and about 15% of the videos that had
already been taken down were put back up. However, the momentum in growth of viewership
had already been successfully interrupted. So although the views have been steadily on the rise
again and the recorded view totals have gone back up to approximately 20 million, the growth in
viewership has been much more stable and does not appear to be accelerating (the exact rate at
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which viewership is growing would require a more sophisticated study, beyond the scope of this
paper). The excitement surrounding the video seems to have been dampened for now.

IMAGINE RIT EXHIBIT

On May 3, 2013 (one day before the Imagine RIT festival and three days after the launch of
Layer 1), there was a massive spike in viewership of the Can You Imagine? video.14 Upon
learning of this, our team was concerned about how we'd be able to handle the logistics of
dealing with a considerable amount of people wanting to visit the ES. Visitors had been roaming
buildings 7A and 7B in the days leading up to Imagine RIT, looking for it, and there had been
internet chatter about some folks making plans to come to Rochester from up to 5 hours away
just to see it (trips which, we later found out, many people in fact made that day15).
We asked Heather Cottone, the festival’s Program and Logistics Chair, to help us with
logistics for our ES exhibit and she was kind enough to offer us 30 additional chairs and an extra
volunteer to help manage the lines. We also devised a plan to disperse the ES-seekers by putting
up signs all over campus pointing people away from our location. This was not done with any
malicious intent but rather fed by our worry about whether we'd be able to deal with the crowds.
Given the internet buzz, we were preparing for the worst.
The idea behind putting up the signs-that-lead-nowhere was to make the exhibit as
difficult to find as possible. The reason for doing this was twofold: (1) to help manage the
14

15

Viewership for the original Can You Imagine? video (the only one for which I have access to hard analytical
data) rose from zero views on April 30, to 1803 views on May 1, to 5332 views on May 2, to 99509 views on
May 3 — a 1766% increase in views from May 2 to May 3.
Based on testimonials.
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crowds,16 and (2) from a creative standpoint, we felt that the difficulty people had in finding it
would lend more mystery to the myth.
The ES exhibit was located in 7B – A171 (unlisted in the printed program, but listed
online). Of course, no such structure exists, but our team's goal nonetheless was to offer a
rewarding experience to those who were determined enough to find us.
The exhibit was a screening room where we let our visitors in on a few secrets and
showed them a couple of videos that were not released to the public. We also gave each of them
ES postcards and other materials so that they could brag about having visited the structure for
themselves. We answered group questions, as well as individual ones for those who hung around
after each show. We had twelve showings which were filled to or close to capacity—60
visitors—for each one except for the first and last shows (which had between 20 and 30 visitors).
Long lines formed outside the room from 11 am until after 5 pm (the festival officially
ended at 5:00 pm). Personally speaking, there were times when the steady influx of people felt
overwhelming. The team did not get an opportunity for a lunch break, but it was an exciting and
enjoyable day.
While many of the visitors were initially disappointed to find that the structure does not
exist, overall they left extremely happy, especially once we had christened them as coconspirators in the game and asked them to spread the word of the ES. We were also awarded the
festival's The Province - Sponsor Prize, whose judge decided that the ES exhibit was her favorite
of the festival's.
I think that anyone who was in or around buildings 7A and 7B on May 4th would testify
that the exhibit was a big success, by any measure.
16

Perhaps people would give up looking for it. Or perhaps, at least, it would significantly delay people from
finding our exhibit and keep the lines manageable.
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There were big crowds as well for the 2014 and 2015 Imagine RIT ES exhibits (although
slightly smaller—there's been about a 20% reduction in attendance per year). To this day,
various visitors can be seen roaming Buildings 7A and 7B, especially during the summer,
looking for the ES.

AUDIENCE RESPONSE

Most people that we've encountered have been delighted by the project and a majority of the
feedback we've received has been positive. There has been a little bit of backlash as well from
those who feel we've been trying to be deceptive.
Doing a rough tally of the “like” versus “dislike” votes on the various videos online, there
is an 80% positive versus 20% negative reaction to the video. At the 2013 Imagine RIT exhibit,
there were about 3 people in each screening group (of 55 to 60 people) who were visibly upset,
at least initially, about our project. In the subsequent years, there seem to have been even less of
a negative reaction (hardly any). Perhaps some of this can be attributed to the fact that our
presentation has gotten more polished through the years and we've become better skilled at
revealing the truth behind the ES in such a way that people appreciate our efforts, intentions, and
motivations.
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RESPONSE TO CRITICS

Most of the criticism seems to stem from the belief that the ES project is deceitful or malicious.
Whenever someone directly sends me a message indicating this or asks me about it in person, I
always try to communicate my hopes for the project to him or her, as best I can. This is how I
normally respond:

Our goal is not actually to fool people into believing anything. We wanted to
create something that would challenge audiences to think. And we've found that most
people, upon careful reflection, realize that a structure that loops back into itself is no
more possible than, say, a married bachelor or a square with five sides.
However, we also want the audience experience to be emotional. It's fun to get
caught up in the wonder and excitement of something extraordinary, even when you
know it's not real. I like to view this project as being very similar to a magic trick, in that
one can appreciate the illusion and mystery of it even while understanding that the laws
of physics and logic have not actually been violated.
A perpetrator of a hoax assumes, in a sense, that his audience is not very
intelligent. He believes he can dupe them. We, on the other hand, made the opposite,
more optimistic, assumption that most people are intelligent and that they'll figure this
out. We trust that our audience will solve the puzzle and get the joke (and so far,
overwhelmingly, they do).
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I've found that those who might have initially been put off by what we are doing respond
positively to my explanation. I always made sure to describe how I felt about the project during
each showing at the Imagine RIT exhibit, and even those who seemed angry at the beginning
would leave smiling (with few exceptions).
Internet comments might sometimes give the impression that there is a lot of negativity
towards the ES because those who have been offended by the project can be vociferous or use
highly acerbic language. In actuality, however, there is only a small percentage of such feedback.

*

*

*

I hope to have provided insight into my motivations, reflections and analysis of building
a modern myth. Besides offering an account of the overall project, I also hope to have shed light
on some of the thinking behind the project’s creation and its various underpinnings. There were,
of course, plenty of challenges and obstacles faced during all stages of production, and to discuss
each of them in detail would require a much longer work. But I hope to have given a sufficient
glimpse into the creative process, a clear account of the audience response, and my own personal
thoughts about the reactions.
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Floor Plan 2
"Rachael's First Time"
Blue - Rachael
Red - Craig

Floor Plan 3
"Glass of Water"
Blue - Craig
Red - Rachael

Floor Plan 4
"Human Chain"
Blue - Craig
Red - Phil

Floor Plan 5
"Mary's Interview"
Black - Mary and Husband
Blue - Aubrey
Red - Ian

Floor Plan 6
"Ian and Aubrey"
Blue - Aubrey
Red - Ian
Black - Tennis ball

	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  

	
  

	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

Stills from Can You Imagine? Webisode

Sample screenshot from faux website (key words blacked out for the sake of this paper)

A sample of one of the faux articles, with the key words blacked out, is included in the
following pages.

	
  

	
  

	
  

A Proposal for a Theoretical description of the
Effect Using General Relativity Formalism

Abstract
Understanding exotic spatial geometry is crucial to unlocking the origin of dark matter in our
universe. Einstein Field Equation (EFE) solutions that correspond to observed spatial geometries aid
humankind in understanding of the cosmos, gravitation, and the standard model of particle physics. Since
the discovery of the
l Effect (ESE) in 1968, intense scientific investigation, disbelief,
and amazement have followed. A novel solution to the EFE is presented here along with a qualitative
justification for its introduction. Here the ESE is explained as the result of spatial possibilities to balance
the discontinuity of a short lived singularity. A temporal isometry symmetry break now leads to looped
geometries explained by the offered EFE solution. Further work is needed to advance this model (or
disprove it). The solution starts with the Gödel solution and adjusts the necessary parameters leading to a
spatial gradient function that must follow the symmetries of the observed universe.
Introduction
The
Effect (ESE) discovered
in 1968, led R
N
A
to
construct a
at the Rochester Institute of
Technology to harness the seeming optical
illusion as a capstone on his career. The ESE has
been studied experimentally
] with the important results that
there is no optical illusion, the space is locally
energy conservative, the space remains in a
fixed location with respect to the surface of the
earth, and discontinuity (instant transport with
respect to the earth’s surface) at a discrete
location cannot be found.
Curvature of space has been theorized as
a description of gravitational effects and is
consistent with observation. In the formulation
of General Relativity (GR), linear adjacency of
states has been assumed. Symmetry breaking has
been discovered in parity, Chirality, Charge
conjugate, and Time reversal. The solution for
symmetry violations has been the insertion of a
virtual particle where by the sum of symmetry
violations reduce to a net conservation[1]. That
is, non-conservative forces are found to result
from a conservative driver.
We force isometry symmetry violation
to result in a net conservation when projective
symmetry and time translation are also included.
The modification to projective symmetry is
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perpetual as isometry violation affects the local
Hilbert space. Reversing cause and effect could
be done such that isometry is left needing the
modification. To refute this, justification for
choosing isometry symmetry as the cause comes
from the tensor dependent spatial progression. In
the ESE the claim is that the isometry breaking
occurs only if the translation tensor progresses
position within a limited frame. Temporally
inverted progressions at the same coordinates
cannot access the spontaneous isometry
symmetry breaking states. The time translation
violation is purposed to have a discrete window
of observation in the past, which has caused the
ESE space.
The time translation violation itself
requires that a singularity evaporated [2] into a
number of undiscovered neutralinos [3] (based
on symmetry) as well as a balanced mass-energy
flux. The region of space with persistent spatial
distortion from isometry symmetry violation is
found to remain fixed relative to the earth. Such
an attribute is unexpected, unless the earth is the
center of the universe. Spatial curvature has
been assumed to have both no relative other than
source (mass) and to have an ether-like quality
seen in dark expansion
. That the ESE
has this unexpected earth location may offer a
new way to consider the dark force dilemma.
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This hypothesis presents the community
with an experimental union of GR and the
Standard Model (SM). In sufficiently high
energy collider experiments short lived
singularities have been proposed as possibilities,
although as of yet are considered at best only
pseudo-evidenced, but not discovered
. This possibility has been considered
important in the field of exotica, but has not
been the goal of the experiment. This hypothesis
adds credence to the need for exploration of this
exotica for the High Energy, General Relativity,
and Cosmology communities. The potential to
observe time translational violation and a result
in tensor dependent spatial isometry spontaneous
symmetry breaking could lead to the
advancement needed for solving entangled state
computing.
The underlying mechanism to form the
ESE is believed here to be a singularity of very
small rest mass (a few pions at most). This
singularity was created by the intersection of
two or more cosmic rays with sufficient
momentum to form a singularity upon
scattering/intersection. Hawking radiation nearinstantly evaporated the singularity, but space
could no longer hold an expected topology and
remain invariant under time-reversal symmetry
conservation. An obvious problem here is the
potential for microscopic black holes is low
considering the tiny cross-section of high energy
cosmic ray-ray scattering compared to that
found in a terrestrial particle collider. CERN has
stated in press releases not that black hole
production is impossible, but that,
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in the Compact Muon Solenoid (CMS). In 2010
the CMS collaboration published the long-range,
near-side angular correlations result[4]. Despite
efforts to explain this correlation, nothing fully
agrees with the data[5] except for unaccounted
for detector error, quark-gluon plasma[6], or
singularity production without the Hawking
radiation signature. This problem is not new to
high energy collider experiments. Heavy ion
collisions have resulted in similar effects, but
only with a high multiplicity bunch crossing. In
the past this was accounted for by the structure
of a many ion event. In CMS the multiplicity of
protons in the 2010 data was between one and
two with a one proton sigma. The commonality
for both of these is a lighter than expected
singularity development. Additionally the quarkgluon plasma explanation cannot hold for the
lower energy heavy ion collisions (sqrt(s) < 10
GeV range), though it does agree with current
heavy ion collisions. Largely this has been
ignored in the literature, for good reason. If
quark-gluon plasma did occur at lower energy
experiments, there is no explanation for why it
has not become a dominant source of noise as
experiments have moved past the sqrt(s)=0.25
TeV range.
In the 2010 CMS long-range, near-side
angular correlations result a function R (2-D
two-particle(jet) correlation functions) was used
which is defined as the vector from any jet
position jeti to any other jet position jetj.
Summing over all i and j in high jet multiplicity
events yields the plots in Figure 1.

LSAG reaffirms and extends the conclusions of the 2003
report that LHC collisions present no danger and that there are
no reasons for concern. Whatever the LHC will do, Nature has
already done many times over during the lifetime of the Earth
and other astronomical bodie

The search for singularities created in particle
colliders assumes lifetimes short enough that the
Hawking radiation may be detected. Extradimensionalities in the standard model explain
singularity behavior. If singularities are
discovered, this is one possibility that will be
explored through data driven techniques to
confirm or refute hyper light-cone information
passing. If extra-dimensions agree with the data,
investigations into spooky action at a distance
will be enabled. Such correlations without the
observation of Hawking radiation have occurred
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Figure 1 The upper plots are produced from minimum bias
event. The lower plots are from high multiplicity events. On
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the Left side a maximum PT below 0.1 GeV/c is permitted. On
the right side a PT range from 1 to 3 GeV/c is permitted.
Notice in plot (d) the ridge like structure found at zero ΔΦ
with no bound on Δη. This shows an unexpected correlation in
ΔΦ beyond light cone information passing [4].

dialogs included an investigation from Einstien,
Podolsky, and Rosen[9] commonly referred to as
just EPR [10]. EPR eventually led to the fall of
the hidden variables concept through Bell’s
work. Bell’s theorem[11] does not dictate that
there cannot be strictly any hidden variables, but
rather that the hidden variables must not behave
like unobserved observables or, more exactly,
probabilities of hidden variables must be
assumed to be unphysical if negative. Although
this is a reasonable assumption, upsets and
errors in quantum mechanics have tended to
come from reasonable assumptions based on the
classical world being used. Further details may
move beyond the scope of this report, but the
importance of not using common sense to do
quantum mechanics is well established, just not
well adopted.
Theory
The Gödel metric solution to the Einstein field
equations has been used as an informative
solution beyond Einstein’s near trivial solution.
Off-diagonal terms have no physical need to be
valueless. The value of such terms in other
formulations where they were unexpected has
led to agreement with experiment [P
the ESE
we offer a potential for a new Gödel metric-like
solution. More efforts are needed in this work to
advance the theory. Starting with the Einstein
field equations[12].

Figure 1 shows the progression of the R
function. (a) shows the aggregate of Minimum
Bias data with no multiplicity restriction. The
near & pi separation are seen with decaying
values in high pseudo-rapidity. (b) Also shows
the expected topology, with greater pseudo
rapidity based on the energy cutoffs. (c) adds to
the restriction of (a) with a multiplicity
condition, this may cause some soft-jet bias, but
predominately the well behaved topology
emerges. (d) enforces all restrictions and gives
some credence therefore to the quark-gluon
plasma model. Along with the near & pi
separations shown, there is a ridge based on low
angular separation seen. This ridge is not
explained by detector geometry because it is
arbitrary based upon each jet, therefor no space
phi is found to correlate, but jet-jet phi does.
This seeming light cone exceeding cross-talk
may be the result of quark-gluon plasma flows,
but it leaves the problem for explaining the lack
of noise when comparing to actual plasma noise
problems in the past. This is why Bell’s
inequality must be revisited.
In historical dialogs Heisenberg & Bhor
have been attributed with the belief that without
measurement,
nothing
can
be
known
scientifically and extensions that lead to the
Copenhagen interpretation. This is quite
pedestrian and seemingly defining of science,
yet, the usual use of the Copenhagen
interpretation is almost opposite; where an
attempt to assert the state of a particle prior to
measurement is made (if even as a pre-collapsed
probability wave). As it is commonly used, the
Copenhagen interpretation is the idea that before
a measurement there is a probability wave
which, upon measurement, collapses to a
particular quantity. This on its own is quite a
strange extension where unmeasured probability
is believed to exist and also not exist due to the
fall of realism. This conflict has obvious
solutions when properly addressed (such as
omitted initial measurements); here the common
confusion, often repeated in textbooks[7, 8] is
pointed to as a motivation for the need to
consider the nuances of physical theory. These
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We solve with the Gödel metric solution[13].
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(2)

Looking at the related causal end of a given
event, we now match the fall of causality found
in quantum theory with the future predictive
nature of GR. To accomplish this, we overturn
Bell’s work and assert negative probabilities
which arise in the form of a new plane of hypercomplex numbers. There is no reason to discard
a forth number dimension other than the lack of
evidence for a physical connection. So here we
have for the four-vector four number dimensions
as well. These being real (1), imaginary-1 (i1),
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imaginary-2 (i2), and imaginary-3 (i3). The
casual observer notices the symmetry with the
four-vector that real numbers seem decidedly
different from the imaginary group, just as time
vectors are decidedly different than the spatial
group(to our perspective, not to nature).

anywhere in the Gödel part of the field equation
solution and remain homogeneous (assuming
standard Ricci tensor)[14]. What may be seen as
light cone defeating information passing exists
from time-like curves which can be experienced
as non-standard geometry [15]. This corresponds
to the ESE, offering an experimental frontier for
a historically theoretical-only discipline.
Conclusion
The ESE, though strange, exists to provide us
with an area of investigation for both theory and
experiment. Here theory has been presented to
solve the seemingly unphysical ESE. The
proposed mechanism for its origination is the
change in space experienced by a singularity
formed from very high-energy cosmic rays. This
work is a call to theorists to eliminate the local
spatial gradient dependence or justify it. Once
this can be shown GR will have moved a step
closer to finding a closed solution with
empirically tested limits.
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removed it does however work, but without
justification for why there is only three
dimensions of numbers. A function that follows
the symmetric requirement but deviates from the
divergent-less stress-tensor allows solutions
previously thought unphysical. Due to the hypercomplex addition, the modulo gives zero value
allowing it to account for only virtual
interactions. Here the stress tensor is replaced by
such a function which reduces to just the tensor
in flat space situations.
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Synopsis(
(
!

The!E

!S

(is(a(promotional(campaign(for(the(2013(Imagine(RIT(festival(that(

combines(narrative(filmmaking,(documentary,(social(media,(and(even(philosophy(into(a(creative(
exploration(of(how(the(academic(world(might(respond(to(the(existence(of(a(logical(
contradiction.(It(is(meant(to(be(a(fun(and(engaging(marketing(tool(that(encourages(careful(
thought(and(goes(beyond(traditional(“bigDboldDletter”(advertising(campaigns.((
(
(

Treatment(
(
RIT(
(

University(president(Bill(Destler's(vision(for(RIT(is(for(it(to(be(known(“as(the(national(

center(for(Innovation(and(Creativity.”((Although(the(word(“creativity”((sometimes(gets(dropped(
coloquially(within(the(RIT(community,(such(as(when(people(talk(about(RIT(as(“an(innovation(
university”(or(refer(to(Imagine(RIT(as(“an(innovation(festival,”(the(university's(brand(inherently(
rests(on(an(important(pairing:(Innovation(and!Creativity.(
(

It(is(that(pairing(which(RIT(has(underscored(as(a(way(of(claiming(its(identity.(While(many(

noteworthy(universities(choose(to(distinguish(themselves(through(their(liberal(arts(programs,(or(
through(their(sciences,(or(their(athletics,(or(their(historic(importance,(RIT(realizes(that(its(
greatest(strength(is(rooted(in(its(ability(to(assimilate(technology(with(art.(This(is(what(makes(our(
institute(unique.(Members(of(the(community(are(familiar(with(the(refrain(that(RIT(is(the(place(
where(innovation(meets(creativity;(where(the(left(brain(collides(with(the(right(brain;(where(the(
analytic(combines(with(the(artistic.(If(we,(as(a(university,(are(to(enter(the(national(or(even(
international(consciousness,(then(this(must(be(our(identity(in(the(minds(of(people(around(the(
world.(When(people(think(of(RIT,(we(want(them(to(think:(innovation(and(creativity.((
(

(

IMAGINE(RIT(
(

The(university's(primary(vehicle(for(branding(itself(in(this(way(happens(to(be(the(annual(

Imagine(RIT(festival.(The(event(affords(us(an(opportunity(to(showcase(our(programs,(projects,(

organizations,(and(facilities;(but(more(importantly,(on(that(first(Saturday(each(May,(the(core(
identity(of(our(university(becomes(manifest.(People(can(come(to(RIT(and(see(exactly(what(we(
mean(by(innovation(meeting(creativity.(The(four(hundred(exhibits(set(up(throughout(the(campus(
feature(student(projects,(educational(games,(mindDbending(puzzles,(and(entertainment.(Among(
the(exhibits(are(a(hotdogDmaking(robot,(a(floating(concrete(canoe,(a(“Fluids(are(Fun”(area(where(
visitors(are(drenched(in(liquids(of(varying(viscosities(and(then(watch(replays(of(it(in(hyper(slow(
motion,(student(art(work,(music(performances,(and(so(on.(Through(the(festival,(the(abstract(
notion(of(innovation(meeting(creativity(becomes(tangible(and(the(public(gets(to(discover(what(it(
means(for(the(left(brain(to(collide(with(the(right(brain.(
(

At(this(time,(however,(the(institute's(brand(only(extends(regionally.(Destler(believes(that(

circumstances(are(ripe(enough(for(us(to(focus(on(bringing(RIT(onto(the(national(stage.(
(

THE(CAMPAIGN(
(

This(thesis(project(is(a(campaign(that(seeks(to(promote(the(upcoming(2013(Imagine(RIT(

festival(and(brand(RIT(in(such(a(way(that(reinvents(traditional(marketing.(In(so(doing,(the(hope(is(
to(launch(the(institute(into(the(national(consciousness.(We(will(establish(our(university(as(the(
national(center(for(Innovation(and(Creativity(not(by(declaring(so(with(big(bold(letters(and(
loudspeakers,(but(instead,(through(a(campaign(that(itself(embodies(creativity(and(innovation.(To(
wit,(rather(than(just(saying(what(we(are,(we(will(demonstrate(it.(
(

It(is(simplest(to(consider(this(project(in(three(stages:(
Stage(1:(The(Webisode(
Stage(2:(The(1997(Clip(
Stage(3:(The(Supplemental(Materials(

These(stages(indicate(neither(chronology,(nor(hierarchy,(but(delineating(them(as(such(is(a(useful(
way(of(helping(to(explain(the(nature(of(the(campaign.(
(

Each(of(the(abovementioned(stages(will(be(geared(towards(building(a(myth.(Like(any(

great(myth,(all(the(details(surrounding(it(have(to(be(as(believable(as(they(can(possibly(be.(We(
shall(see,(by(the(end(of(the(third(stage,(that(the(campaign(will(have(evolved(to(more(than(just(a(
myth(and(become(an(intellectually(engaging(thought(experiment(for(the(public.((
(

Let(us(take(a(close(look(at(each(stage.(

(
(

(

(
Stage(1:((
(

The(first(stage(of(this(campaign(is(a(YouTube(video(of(a(webisode(that(will(be(

disseminated(through(email(to(the(entire(RIT(community,(including(alumni(whose(contact(
information(the(university(has(on(record.1(It(is(a(fake(webisode(of(a(familyDoriented(program(
called(Can!You!Imagine?!which(we(will(execute(so(realistically(as(to(make(it(indistinguishable(
from(actual(web(shows.(The(public(may(start(to(wonder(whether(or(not(it(is(real,(but(that's(part(
of(the(fun.(Its(title,(nesting(alongside(the(YouTube(video,(is:(
(
!

–(Ep.(3(

(
The(video(will(be(labeled(“Ep.(3”((episode(3)(as(though(it(is(just(one(episode(in(a(series—as(
though(there(were(an(episode(one,(and(two,(and(maybe(more.(Our(campaign(will(simply(have(
the(attitude(that(this(show(and(everything(about(it(is(real.(Viewers(will(be(free(to(draw(their(own(
conclusions.(
(

When(people(click(on(the(video,(the(following(will(play:((Please(turn(the(page)(

(

(

(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(
(

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1(

We(will(need(the(university's(cooperation(in(order(to(do(this.(The(likeliest(candidate(for(disseminating(Stage(1(is(RIT's(University!
News.(Bob(Finnerty,(who(runs(the(online(newspaper,(has(already(expressed(excitement(for(the(idea.(

MUSIC rolls in with the animated ’CAN YOU IMAGINE?’
logo. The ensign breaks open (like a gate) as we dolly in
toward the program’s hosts, CRAIG (40’s) and DONNA (40’s) in
STUDIO A.
- Wearing orange RIT t-shirts.
- Standing behind a table.
- Set decoration: INNOVATION theme.
The show will be presented in its entirety, with rigorous
realism. Occasionally, as is characteristic of live
programming, the hosts may drift into phoniness and awkward
interactions. They are, nonetheless, enthusiastic about
what they have in store for us today.
CRAIG
(to us)
Hi and welcome to this episode of
’Can You Imagine,’ where we
spotlight some of the cool things
about the Rochester Institute of
Technology as we gear up towards
’Imagine RIT,’ the university’s
Innovation and Creativity festival.
DONNA
As we like to say, it’s where the
left brain and right brain
collide. So mark your calendars
for Saturday, May 4, from 10 am to
5 pm on the RIT campus. Remember,
it’s free and open to the public.
CRAIG
Absolutely Donna. It’s gonna be
great. Bring your kids, bring
everyone. You don’t want to miss
it.
DONNA
Not at all.
AD-LIB a segue.
DONNA
Today, we’re featuring the
, which has been
around - longer than - me, anyway-Craig chortles.

2.

DONNA
--And which many alumni and current
students (as Craig found out as he
went around campus) are not even
aware of. Check it out!
BEGIN SEGMENT
INTERCUT: Various locations on campus - STUDENTS speaking to
off-camera Craig.
CRAIG
Where is the
In Canada?

?

STUDENT #1

CRAIG
Where is the

?

STUDENT #2
Never heard of it.
STUDENT #3
The what?
?
what that is.

I don’t know

CRAIG
Do you know what the
is?
STUDENT #4
Not really, no. What is it.
STUDENT #5
(in response to spelling
question)
E - S - H - A . . . Um, R? Y ... A
... N?
STUDENT #6
A - S - H - A -STUDENT #7
A ... hmmm ... A .. S - H
(to himself, whispering)
...
.sharian..
(back to spelling)
A - R...
CRAIG
Where is it?

3.
STUDENT #8
I don’t know. I’m busy. I don’t
really get to go around campus
much.
A HIPPIE STUDENT slouches in front of the camera, smoking:
CRAIG
Have you heard of the
?
No.

HIPPIE STUDENT

CRAIG
Any guess as to where it might be
located?
HIPPIE STUDENT
In your subconscious?
CUT TO:
Craig walking up a
talking to us:

away from the camera but

CRAIG
Here we are in the
located in Building 7,
one of the first structures put up
when RIT made the move from
downtown Rochester to suburban
Henrietta. The
designed
by Filipino architect
, was built in 1968...
His voice echoes through the
as he walks up the
steps. He turns the top landing, disappears behind the
corner, and emerges AT THE BOTTOM LANDING, turning the
corner and continuing to walk up towards us as he says:
CRAIG
...and has been wowing RIT students
ever since.
CUT TO:
Craig and RACHAEL (STUDENT #5 from earlier) at the
CRAIG
(to us)
One of the coolest things is
bringing people here and having
(MORE)

4.
CRAIG (cont’d)
them experience it for the first
time. We’re here with Rachael.
(to Rachael)
What year and major are you,
Rachael?
RACHAEL
I’m a senior in International
Studies.
CRAIG
So Rachael, have you been here
before?
RACHAEL
First time.
CRAIG
You’re a senior and you’ve never
been here before?
No.
Why not?

RACHAEL
CRAIG

RACHAEL
I’ve never had classes here.
CRAIG
Ok, Rachael. Now this is what I
want you to do. You ready? I want
you to go up to the next floor and
wait for me.
Up?
Go ahead.

RACHAEL
CRAIG
Go upstairs.

Rachael goes upstairs and the camera follows her. As she
turns the landing, she sees Craig waiting for her on the
next floor. She stops. Perplexed.
CRAIG
No Rachael. Why are you still
here? I said go upstairs.
Laughing confused, she runs downstairs (without the
camera). She turns the landing and we see her running down
from above.

5.

She stops, covers her mouth, sits on the steps, laughing.
What? --

RACHAEL

CUT TO:
Craig holding an empty glass, walking down the
The
camera stays in front of him the whole time as he speaks:
CRAIG
(to us)
So that you can see that each step
is a flat surface parallel to the
ground...
He speaks as he meets Rachael on the landing, who is waiting
for him with a pitcher of water. Craig fills his glass with
water and continues down the steps:
CRAIG
...and that you actually are
ascending or descending the
- that it is not somehow
canted or tilted - try doing it
with a glass of water in your hand.
He takes a peek at the landing below and waves at Rachael.
CRAIG
Hi Rachael.
Hi.

RACHAEL

CUT TO:
Giddy PARENTS and KIDS from an RIT campus tour joining hands
around the
to form a human-chain descending the
steps and looping back into itself.
Craig talks to the ’Dad’ of the group:
Hi, sir.
Phil.
Ok, Phil.

CRAIG
What’s your name?
PHIL
CRAIG
And where are you from?

6.

PHIL
Cleveland, Ohio.
CRAIG
Is this your family, Phil?
PHIL
Some of them.
CRAIG
You don’t have a twin, do you Phil?
Nope.

PHIL

CRAIG
Ok Phil, I’ll see you downstairs,
ok?
Ok!

PHIL

The camera follows as Craig bounds down the steps and we see
all the people holding hands. We circle around the landing
until we see Phil again, below. Craig and Phil HIGH-FIVE!
CUT TO:
STUDENT #10 being interviewed somewhere in the GANNETT
BUILDING:
STUDENT #10
Yeah, one of the things I like to
do when I meet up with people or
something - I’m like - go to the
back. I direct them to the
Like, ’Meet me on the
forty-second floor’ or something.
Meet me on the eighteenth floor.
And they’re like ’Really?’ And
then just have them walk around and
around.
He chuckles.
CUT TO:
MARY (35) and her HUSBAND being interviewed, as their kids
IAN (9) and AUBREY (8) chase each other around the
in the background.

7.
MARY
I graduated in ’98. I didn’t know
what it was called: I just called
it the crazy
But the kids
love it. And it’s cheaper than
Disney World.
Cut to a closer shot of the kids playing in the
as Mary’s interview continues in VOICEOVER:
[Obvious audio edit]
MARY (V.O.)
[Yeah], we do come back. We can’t
make the trip that often cuz we
live pretty far now. But we like
making it out.
Ian chases Aubrey down the
As she turns the bottom
landing, he stops and turns around the other way to meet his
sister running down from above. Surprised, she SCREAMS and
spins around to run back up the
her brother in close
pursuit. She throws a TENNIS BALL towards him, which
bounces down the
and, of course, meets her from
above.
END SEGMENT and CUT BACK TO Craig and Donna in STUDIO A, all
smiles from having just seen the clip:
DONNA
That was excellent. The
That looks like it was
a lot of fun.
CRAIG
Oh absolutely.
DONNA
What’s your favorite thing to do on
there?
CRAIG
Probably just trying to catch
myself. Trying to see if I’ll be
able to run fast enough to see the
back of my head.
DONNA
Oh that’s interesting.
No.
AD-LIB a segue.

CRAIG

Any luck?

8.

CRAIG
(to us)
Thanks for joining us! Remember:
Imagine RIT is coming up on May 4,
10 am to 5 pm.
DONNA
Yes, there’s gonna be live
entertainment, food tents, over
35,000 people.
CRAIG
Oh it’s gonna be big. Gonna be a
lot of fun. For more information,
check out our webpage at
rit.edu/imagine.
MUSIC comes in as the camera begins to dolly out.
Take care!

DONNA

CRAIG
See you next time.
We dolly further away from them until the ’Can You Imagine?’
logo CLOSES IN FRONT OF US LIKE A GATE.
Credits roll.

Stage&2:!
!

Upon%launching%the%first%Stage,%we%anticipate%that%the%initial%viewers%of%the%video%will%

forward'the'webisode!to#family#and#friends,#share#it#on#Facebook#and#Twitter,#and#perhaps#begin#
to#debate#its#veracity#with#others,#piquing#the#curiosity#of#even#those#outside#of#the#RIT#
community.*!
!

“Is$it$real?”$some$might$wonder.$!

!

“It's&interesting,&but&I'm&pretty&sure&it's#just#a#campaign,”#others#might#dismiss.#!

!

“No,%no,%my%nephew%goes%to%RIT—and$he$never$lies—and$he$promises$me$that$they$have$

an#
!

”#another#might#counter.!
It#is#reasonable#to#expect#those#who#have#never#heard#of#the#university#or#the#festival)to)

begin&looking&up&“Imagine&RIT”&and&“RIT.”&And&whether&it&is&to&verify&the&

&authenticity,&

or#see#what#else#the#web#might#have#on#it,#or#to#simply#find#the#Can$You$Imagine?$video%again,%
we#can#expect#viewers#to#enter#“

”*prominently*into*their*Google*searches.*

Once%they%do,%among%the%results%such%a%search%will%yield%is%a%clip%from%a%1997%documentary%about%
our$
!

$This$is$Stage$2.!
The$seven#minute'documentary'clip'on'YouTube'will'start'in'the'middle'and'cut$off$

abruptly,*like*countless*of*other*videos*floating*around*the*web*with*no*beginning,*and*no*end,*
and$no$context.$Next$to$the$video,$the$clip$will$be$labeled$“Part$6,”$as$though$what$is$being$
viewed&is&merely&a&short&portion&of&a&longer&PBS#style&documentary.*The*clip*will*contain*
interviews)with)philosophers,)metaphysicists,)architects)and)other)academics)who)are)all)
grappling(with(the(existence(of(the(paradox(of(the(
!

.!

Astounded,*they*ask:*How*is*it*that*one*can*descend&to&the&top!and$ascend'to'the'bottom!

of#this#structure?#How#is#this#happening?#Do#all#our#laws#of#logic#go#out#the#window?#Has#the#
great&architect,&

,&essentially&shown&us&that&a&four#sided%triangle%is%

possible,)or)that)two#plus#two$can$equal$five,#or#some#other#absurdity?#He#has,#after#all,#
physically)demonstrated)a)logical)contradiction.!
!

'these'academics'are'able'to'

testify'to'its'existence.'The'most'reputable'aspect'of'this'documentary,'however,'is'that'all'the'
academics(are(actual(professors(from(various(universities.(Furthermore,(besides(being(real,(
they're'among'the'most'respected'names'in'their'fields.'!
!
!

The$interviewees$include:!

These%professors%are%among%the%highest%regarded%thinkers%in%their%disciplines%and%they%will%be%
talking(about(RIT(and(our(very(own(
!

At#this#point,#the#reader#might#be#wondering#how#we#are#going#to#get#these#people#to#be#

part%of%the%film.%Fortunately,%I%happen%to%know%them%from%having%studied%philosophy%at%Rutgers%
for$four$years.$When$I$graduated$in$2005,$the$philosophy$department$was$ranked$number#one$in$
the$world$(today,$it$is"#3"behind"NYU"and"Princeton),1!so#the#Rutgers#faculty#included#a#handful#
of#prominent#names.#Many#of#those#faculty#members#have#since#gone#to#other#universities,#but#
I've%managed%to%remain%in%touch%with%them.%I've%grown%to%know%a%few%of%them%relatively%well#
over%the%years,%and%several%are%avid%movie%fans.%In%fact,%

%

%and%

%

always&figured&that&I'd&follow&in&their&footsteps&and&pursue&a&PhD&in&philosophy,&so&I&was&very&
reluctant)to)tell)them)that)filmmaking)is)my)number#one$passion.$Yet,$to$my$surprise$(and$relief),$
my#admission#that#I#would#be#attending#film#school#was#met#with#their#excitement.#Many#of#
them%are%such%big%film%fans2!that$I$am$confident$that$they'd$be$willing$to$be$part$of$the$project.!
!

In#the#interest#of#fully#communicating&what&our&1997&documentary&will&look&like,&I&have&

provided(the(reader(with(a(clip(from(a(fake(documentary(called(Forgotten(Silver."It"is"directed"by"
Costa&Botes!and$Peter$Jackson,$years$before$his$work$entered$into$the$mainstream.$The$clip$
offers&a&helpful%glimpse%into%what%Stage%2%will%be%like%because%of%its%similarities%to%what%we%want%
to#make.#Forgotten(Silver!contains(interviews(with(various(experts(about(a(mythical(filmmaker,(in(
a"similar"format"to"our"documentary,"which"of"course"contains"interviews$with$experts$weighing$
in#on#a#mythical#

#Moreover,#Forgotten(Silver!was$made$between$1996#1997,%so%it%is%

stylistically,)and)visually,)in#line%with%what%our%documentary%is%striving%for.%This%sample%clip%
illustrates)the)time)period)and)genre)we)want%to%mimic.!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!
2!

The$generally$accepted$authority$for$the$rankings$is$Philosophicalgourmet.com,$which$bases$its$results$primarily$on$the$strength$
of#each#department's#faculty#(i.e.#faculty#members'#name#recognition,#publications,#importance#of#contributions,#etc.)#as#
determined&through&polling.&!
&even&wrote&a&book,&which&documented&his&love&affair&with&movies&called
and!took#pleasure#in!recommending!obscure(films(to(me.!

!

Please&search&“Forgotten&Silver”&on&YouTube&to&find&the&video,&or&simply&proceed&to&the&

following(link3:!
!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AyXxVXoSjN4!
!
The$reader$is$advised$to$watch$the$first$three$minutes$of$Forgotten(Silver,"and"not"to"continue(
reading(until(having(done(so.!
!
!

Stage&3:!

!

There%are%a%number%of%advantages%to%interviewing%real%experts%for%our%
1997)clip.)One)is)that)those)who)have)read)or)studied)some)philosophy)might)be)able)

to#recognize#names#like#

%and

,%the%way%a%film%aficionado%might%immediately%

recognize)Harvey)Weinstein)or)Leonard)Maltin.)But)there)are)advantages)to)interviewing)these)
academics(even(with(regards(to(the(experience(of(viewers(who(might(have(never(heard(of(them.(
If,$for#example,#a#viewer#suspects#that#

is#an#actor,#she#can#do#a#quick#Google#search#

on#his#name,#which#would#yield#a#plethora#of#information#about#the#man's#accomplishments#and#
lend%even%more%weight%to%the%clip's%credibility.%She%will%see%his%pictures%displayed%on%the%results%
page%and%note%that%the%expert%in%the%our%1997%clip%really%is%him.%She%will%see%what%courses%he%is%
teaching)at)

)She)will)see)that)

!

!

This%brings%us%to%Stage%3.%The%third%(and!final)'stage'of'this'campaign'pertains'to'all'the'

supplemental*online*materials*that*the*public*will*find*related*to*the*

.*These*

supplementary,materials,can,be,classified,into,three,parts.,I,have,already,mentioned,that,
viewers'will'be'able$to$find$information$on$(i)$the$philosophers$and$on$(ii)$our$architect.$However,$
they%will%also%discover%(iii)%a%variety%of%articles%written%by%real%philosophers%on%the%

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
3!

A"list"of#relevant#(and#clickable)#links#has#been#sent#to#each#review#committee#member's#email#accounts,#for#the#sake#of#ease.!

*These*articles*ask,*“Assuming*the*

*is*real,*what%are%the%

implications?”-Philosophers-have-a-reputaition-for-enjoying-such-creative-explorations,-callingthem%“thought%experiments.”%These%articles%will%be%written%by%real%academics,%who%will%take%for%
granted(the(idea(that(the(
!

(is(real,(as(though$its$existence$is$a$widely$recognized$fact.!

Saturday(Night(Live(has(a(comedy(bit(from(around(twenty(years(ago(as(a(part(of(its(

Weekend&Update&segment,(the(fake(news(show(for(which(Norm(MacDonald(played(the(news(
anchor.(MacDonald(delivers(that(evening's!news%with%deadpan%seriousness,%looking%directly%at%
the$camera$as$he$reports:!
Scientists(and(mathematicians(announced(today(that(they've(discovered(a(new(number.(
The$Number$exists$between$the$numbers$five$and$six,$and$they$are$calling'it'the'number'
“spleen.”#Academics#are#at#a#loss$as$to$how$this$number$has$remained(hidden(for(
millennia.!
The$audience$loses$itself$in$laughter:$the$ridiculousness$of$the$premise$coupled$with$
MacDonald's+deadpan+delivery+is+hilarious.!
!

By#virtue#of#what#we#mean#by#the#word#“triangle,”(and(by(virtue(of(what(we(mean(by(the(

term%“four%sides,”%there%could%never%be%a%four#sided%triangle.%Based%simply%on%the%definition%of%
the$word$“married,”$and$based$simply$on$the$definition$of$the$word$“bachelor,”$logic$dictates$
that$there$could$never#be#a#married#bachelor.#Based#simply#on#what#the#words#“five”#and#“six”#
mean,&there&could&never&be,&by&pain&of&contradiction,&a&number&that&exists&between&five&and&six.&
Likewise,(one(will(never(be(able(to(descend(to(the(top,(nor(ascend(to(the(bottom.(Yet!these%
philosophers,*in*these*Stage*3*articles,*will*be*treating*the*absurdity*of*the*

*

with%such%deadpan%seriousness,%that%those%who%take%a%moment%to%think%on%it%will%be%in%a%position%
to#see#the#humor.!
!

Any$reasonable$person$who$pores$over#these#articles#should#come#to#the#understanding#

that$the$

$

$is$not$real$and$could$not$possibly$be$real.$But$whether$or$not$one$
'the'campaign'still'works—it#remains#fascinating#and#engaging.#

There%will!still%be%those,%of%course,%who%want%to%believe%that%it%is%real%because%it%excites%them.%
This%suspension%of%disbelief%adds%to%the%fun%of%the%campaign%in%the%same%way%the%magical%
surroundings)or)theming)in)Disney)World)rides,)when)we)decide)to)believe)them,!delight(us.(
Visitors'will'scour'the'campus'for'the'
confirm(all(they've(heard(and(read(about(it.!
!

'during'this'year's'festival,'hoping'to'

!
IN#SUM!
!

I"have"spelled"out"the"campaign"and"described"each"of"its"stages."Besides"the"fact"that"it!

promotes(RIT(and(the(festival,(the(campaign(is(meant(to(be(fun.(Moreover,(this(campaign(
embodies,)by)its)very)nature,)the)university's)core)identity.)Remember)that:!
−

RIT$is$the$place$where$innovation$meets$creativity.!

−

RIT$is$the$place$where$the$left$brain$collides(with(the(right(brain.!

−

RIT$is$the$place$where$the$analytic$combines$with$the$artistic.!

The

$campaign$is$all$of$those$things$coming$together.$We're$branding$

ourselves(as(the(national(center(for(innovation(and(creativity(not(just(by"saying"that"we"are,"but"
by#demonstrating#it.!
!

Guaranteeing*that*a*video*or*group*of*videos*will*go*“viral”*is*akin*to*predicting*the*

weather.(There(is(no(assurance(that(the(number(of(views(the(webisode(and(the(1997(clip(attain(
will$reach$stratospheric$numbers.'However,'we'can'position'ourselves'as'well'as'we'possibly'can,'
be#as#prepared#as#we#can#possibly#be,#and#make#sure#that#all#our#missiles#are#pointed#in#the#right#
direction,*in*order*to*give*ourselves*a*legitimate*shot*at*it.*If*RIT*ever*creates*a*campaign'that'
helps&it&break&into&the&national&consciousness,&that&brings&it&mainstream&name&recognition,&that&
identifies(it(with(innovation(and(creativity(in(the(minds(of(Americans(and(people(around(the(
world,'this'project'could'be'it.!
!
!

Style!
!
!

As#discussed#in#the#treatment,#all#aspects#of#this#project#will#be#created#with#rigorous#

realism,)from)the)acting,)to)the)sets,)to)the)equipment)used,)to)the)appropriate)aspect)ratio)
(16:9&HD&for&the&webisode&and&4:3&for&the&1997&clip),&etc.!
!
!

!
!

!
!
Structure!
!
!

The$three$stages$serve$as$the$main$framework$for$the$campaign.$Stage$3$(articles$on$the$
*will*go*live*online*on*February*25,*2913.*Stage*2*(the*seven#minute'

documentary,clip),will,be,uploaded,to,YouTube,on,March,11,,2013.,Finally,,Stage%1%(Can$You$
Imagine?)Episode(3)(will(go(live(on(March(18,(2013.(A(link(to(the(webisode(will(be(emailed(to(
alumni'and'disseminated'throughout'the'RIT'community,'and'posted'on'Facebook,'Twitter,'and'
Reddit,'thereby'launching'the'campaign'and'inciting'the!public'to'learn'more'about'the'
and*discover*the*1997*clip*and*supplemental*online*materials.*We*launch*
Stages'2'and'3'before'Stage'1'so'that'they'will'be'searchable'by'the'time'people'see'the'Can$You$
Imagine?!webisode.!

!

!

!
Rationale!
!
!

Since%the%creative%team%will%consist%mostly%of%SoFA%and%CIAS%alumni%and%current%

students,(the(campaign(not(only(promotes(RIT(and(the(festival(but(also(provides(an(opportunity(
to#promote#the#College#of#Imaging#Arts#and#Sciences#and#the#School#of#Film#and#Animation,(
more%particularly.%The%campaign%can%opens%up%various%ways%to%showcase%the%college's%and%
department's+collection+of+talent,+creativity,+and+innovation.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

Timeline:(The(
!
!
November((26(#!30)!
• Casting!
• Assemble!crew!
• Compositing!tests!
•
!test!shoots!(and!compositing!II)!
• Finalize!set!design!
!
December'(3'#!8)!
• Finalize!cast!(commitments)!
• Rehearsals!
• Finalize!crew!(commitments)!
• Contracts!
• Secure!equipment!
• Secure!location!
• Secure!studio!
• Collect!props,!costumes!
!
December'(10'#!15)!
• Rehearsals!
• Contact!philosophers,!academics!(for!interviews)!
• Contact!philosophers,!academics!(for!articles)!
• Meet!with!web!expert!
!
December'(17'#!22)!
• Stairwell!shoots:!
17th!(Mon)&!
–!!
shoot%Craig’s%
%intro!
th
18 !(Tue)&!
–!!
shoot%Rachael%in%
19th!!(Wed)&!
–!!
shoot%glass%of%water!
20th!(Thu)&!
–!!
shoot%campus%tour!
st
21 !(Fri)&!
–!!
shoot%Mary’s%interview!
22nd!(Sat)&!
–!!
shoot%kids%chasing%each%other!
• Continue!to!contact!philosophers,!academics!(f0r!interviews)!
o Assign!topics!for!interviews!
• Continue!to!contact!philosophers,!academics!(for!articles)!
o Assign!topics!for!articles!
!
December'(24'#!29)!
• Studio!shoot:!
26th!(Wed)!!
–!!
build!set!
th
27 !(Thu)!!
–!!
finish!building!set!
28th!(Fri)!!
–!!
shoot!studio!
• Finalize!schedule!with!philosophers,!academics;!assign!topics!(for!interviews)!
• Finalize!assigned!topics!to!philosophers,!academics!(for!articles)!

!
January'(1'–!5)!
• Editing!–!webisode!!
• Compositing!and!special!effects!
• Finalize!‘Can!You!Imagine?’!animation!and!music!
!
January'(7'–!12)!
• Editing!–!webisode!!
• Compositing!and!special!effects!
!
January'(14'–!19)!
• Continue!1997!research!
• Collect!1997!props,!costumes!
• Meet!with!web!expert!(part!II)!
• Finalize!‘Stage!2’!logistics:!
o Schedule!
o Travel!
o Lodging!
o Crew:!camera!person,!sound!person,!make#up!artist,!director!
• Write!supplemental!materials!
!
January'(21'–!26)!
• Write!supplemental!materials!
• Map!out!1997!clip!
!
January'(28'–!31)!
• Write!supplemental!materials!
• Map!out!1997!clip!
• Meet!with!web!expert!(part!III)!
!
February((4(–!9)!
• Shoot!interviews!with!academics!
• Supplemental!materials!submissions!
!
February$(11$–!16)!
• Shoot!interviews!with!academics!
• Finalize!supplemental!materials!
• Finalize!web!pages!
February((18(–!23)!
• Shoot!interviews!with!academics!
• Editing!–!1997!clip!
!
February((25(–!28)!
• FEB.!25!(Monday)!–!Launch!supplemental!online!materials:!STAGE!3!
• Editing!–!1997!clip!
!
!

March&(4&–!9)!
• Editing!–!1997!clip!
!
March&(11&–!16)!
• MAR.!11!(Monday)!–!Launch!1997!clip!on!YouTube:!STAGE!2!
• Shoot!on#campus!student!interviews!for!STAGE!1!
• Editing!–!webisode!
!
March&(18&–!23)!
• MAR.!18!(Monday)!–!Launch!‘Can!You!Imagine?’!webisode:!STAGE!1!

!
!
!
!

!

March&18,&2013!
Big$launch:$Email&link&to&alumni,&RIT"community,"post"on"Facebook,"Twitter,(Reddit,(etc.!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

!

)

Production:
*
Length: 15'minutes
Budget0Date 10/2/12

*Web'Campaign:'Stage'1,2,3

Stage
1 ABOVE'THE'LINE
1 PRODUCTION
1 POST3PRODUCTION
2 ABOVE'THE'LINE
2 PRODUCTION
2 POST3PRODUCTION
3 ABOVE'THE'LINE
3 PRODUCTION
3 POST3PRODUCTION

Phase

Budget

STAGE030TOTAL

$15,200
$7,828
$2,300
$25,328
$8,600
$8,549
$100
$17,249
$9,200
$0
$1,060
$10,260

ALL0STAGES:0GRAND0TOTAL0BUDGET

$52,837

STAGE010TOTAL

STAGE020TOTAL

